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ABSTRACT

Because of the outstanding heat transfer efficiency of sodium, it is nec-

essary in sodium-cooled reactors to consider and attempt to prevent the occurrence

of adverse stresses as a result of thermal transients in the system. In this

connection, intermediate heat exchangers deserve particular attention, and

preliminary analysis of a heliflow-type exchanger design proposed by the

Graham Manufacturing Company indicated the unit to be relatively free of major

stress problems. The exchanger consists of a stacked nest of spiral tubes con-

tained within a short cylindrical shell.

To obtain information on the operational characteristics of this type of

exchanger, a 100-kw model was obtained and subjected to steady state and

transient tests up to sodium temperatures of 1200 F. Using multiple correlation

techniques, functional relationships were obtained which described steady state

behavior of the experimental model, and the general performance characteristics

were found by effectiveness comparisons to be between those of pure counterflow

and multipass overall counterflow. The unit was found to be relatively safe

from structural damage due to rapid thermal transients.

*The overall heat transfer coefficient (U) was found to be 620 Btu/hr-ft2-*F at
rated operating conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid sodium offers many advantages as a high-efficiency heat transfer

medium; however, because of its outstanding heat transfer capability, designers

must consider the possibility that adverse stresses may develop if any rapid

thermal transients occur in the system. In this connection, particular attention

must be given the design of intermediate heat exchangers for nuclear reactor

systems in which liquid metal is used in both primary and secondary. An

exchanger of novel design was proposed by the Graham Manufacturing Company

for sodium-cooled reactor projects, and preliminary analyses of these units

indicated they should be relatively free of major stresses. To obtain information

on the operational characteristics of this type of exchanger, a 100-kw model,

designed for operation at a 1200*0F primary inlet temperature, was provided by the

Graham Manufacturing Company and tested under steady state and transient

conditions in an existing sodium experimental loop at an Atomics International

laboratory.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF EXCHANGER

A cutaway perspective view of the experimental heat exchanger appears in

Figure 1. The cylindrical shell was 19 in. in diameter and enclosed a stacked

nest of four spiral-bent tubes of 1/2-in, diameter. The tube-side fluid, which

was the primary, entered the exchanger through a central channel which pene-

trated the top of the shell concentric with the shell axis. Tubes attached to the

channel conducted the sodium in a path spiralling outward to the outlet tube sheet

on the shell periphery. Hollow flexible baffles guided the shell-side fluid along a

counter-current course from the inlet at the shell periphery to the exit at the

center. The length of each spiral tube was approximately 10 ft, 8 in., and all

material in the heat exchanger was Type 304 stainless steel.

VENT

PRIMARY IN

SECONDARY IN

VENT

SPIRAL TUBES

BAFFLES 6

SECONDARY OUT T

PRIMARY OUT

Figure 1. Heliflow Heat Exchanger
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III. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

An existing experimental system was used requiring a different piping

arrangement for the steady state and transient runs for reasons explained below.

The steady state operations were performed with piping arranged in a closed-

loop "figure. 8" fashion (shown schematically in Figure 2) so that sodium flowing

through the tubes would be conducted back through the shell, and after leaving

the shell would return to the tubes. The use of this arrangement, with a 30-kw

sodium cooler installed in the piping connecting the primary exit and secondary

inlet and a 25-kw electrical immersion heater between secondary outlet and

primary inlet, made it possible to operate the exchanger at rated conditions

despite the fact that the heat source and sink in the external circuit were but a

fraction of the rated value of the heat exchanger. A linear induction pump of

12-gpm capacity provided flow for both primary and secondary circuits.

The transient tests consisted of subjecting the model to a program of thermal

conditions corresponding to those which might occur as a result of various

casualty conditions as well as normal startup and shutdown conditions during a

reactor operating life. (The design criteria specified for the heat exchanger for

the SRE power scaleupwere the basis used for specifying these transients.)

Simulation of transient conditions involving unequal flow rates on shell and tube

sides required that separate external loops be used for the primary and secondary

systems. This arrangement is illustrated schematically in Figure 3. In the

experimental system, the sizes of pumps, power source, and cooler were such

that exact duplication of the SRE temperature transients was impossible. In

order to duplicate as nearly as possible the desired temperature characteristics

of critical parts of the exchanger, a three-node analytical model (briefly

described in Appendix I) was studied on an analogue computer for various com-

binations of primary and secondary flow rates which the test system was capable

of producing. From this study, flow rate combinations were selected for the

different experimental transients to closely approximate the specified tempera-

tures which, for the particular transient, would cause the highest thermal

stresses. The transient tests were conducted with the loop under automatic

control.
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Figure 2. "Figure 8" Experimental Loop
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Figure 3. Experimental Loop for Transient Tests
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During both transient and steady state runs flowrates were measured with

an accuracy of t 3% in both primary and secondary systems by calibrated per-

manent-magnet flowmeters. Temperatures were determined to within 1*F by

calibrated chromel-alumel thermocouples in both primary and secondary systems

at the inlets and exits of the exchanger. Two thermocouples were installed at

each of these four positions, the output of one being recorded on a strip chart

and, during steady state operations, the signal of the other being monitored by

a millivolt potentiometer using an ice-bath reference. A differential-pressure-

sensing transmitter was installed across the unit.

The steady state heat transfer tests were conducted with primary inlet

temperatures of 600, 800, 1000, and 1200 F. The Reynolds number range was

approximately 6000 to 100,000 for both shell and tube sides, and heat was

transferred with log mean temperature differences ranging from 10 to 1000F.

The time required for reaching steady state for each run varied from one to

three hours.
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SUMMARY OF STEADY STATE DATA

Temperature

( F) -3

T T T TQx1lo-W

t, i t, o s, i T s, o (Btu/hr) (lb/hr)

793
790
794
787
792
786
789
792
792
787
779
787
780
994
602
598
592
595
998

1000
999
996
994
994
987
992

1195
1196
1192
1192
1197
1189
1190

592

723
705
715
671
677
656
630
608
630
631
671
566
674
640
545
524
482
514
942
952
896
878
810
886
745
677

1149
1146
1107
983

1033
865
833
489

702
675
692
632
646
616
580
556
596
589
632
508
638
546
531
504
446
495
929
941
870
841
757
860
683
595

1137
1136
1082
928
994
782
731
463

773
762
773
750
761
747
739
736
748
744
742
721
746
888
587
578
557
574
985
988
972
958
943
967
918
905

1183
1183
1164
1132
1150
1095
1076
566

90.5
153
76.0

173
49.3

158
189
175
102
66.5

189
150

16.8
129
41.2
71.8

171
33.2
51.5
55.4
91.4

166
211
44.3

216
201
70.4
57.2

127
179
101
195
128
72.5

4060
5650
2980
4740
1300
3830
3800
3040
2100
1340
5530
2170

404
1150
2120
3000
4900
1200
2840
3600
2800
4570
3660
1190
2880
2040
4810
3520
4850
2760
1950
1930
1130
2150

*Only runs appear for which the primary and secondary heat balance agreed
within 5%. The data are from runs in the "figure 8" system and have been
corrected in accordance with the discussion in section IV-A.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

A. STEADY STATE

The important data (corrected as indicated below) from the steady state

experiments appear in the table on page 6. At rated operating condi-

tions the overall heat transfer coefficient (U) was found to be 620 Btu/hr-ft2- F,

based on a log mean temperature difference calculated assuming pure counterflow.

The heat exchanger design shown on the engineering drawings, with each shell-side

spiral pass being separated from the next by hollow baffles containing a dead-air

space, was such that the heat exchanger characteristics were expected to be

those of a counterflow unit. However, after completion of the experiment, the

shell was cut to permit examination of the internal construction. It was dis-

covered that the baffle cavities were filled with sodium and the baffle dimensions

were such as to permit short circuiting of the shell-side flow. Thus, the heat

transfer patterns of the model were more complicated than those of the pure

counterflow case.

To examine the heat transfer characteristics of this unit in comparison with

those of standard units previously studied in detail (counterflow, multipass, etc. ),

the principle of heat exchanger effectiveness was used. Heat exchanger effec-

tiveness is a means of comparing the actual heat transfer rate of a given unit

with that which would be transferred in a counterflow exchanger of infinite heat

transfer area. The relation is as follows:

W C (T - T.) WC (T. - T)
5 ps so si t Pt ti to

(WC) (Tt.-Ts.) (WCp) .(T -T .. '. (1)

min min ti si

where all symbols are as defined in the nomenclature at the back of this report.

The general shell- side flow path of the experimental exchanger was counterflow,

and there were three spiral passes. Thus, in an attempt to classify the per-

formance of the exchanger, the effectiveness for various runs of the actual model

was compared with the approximate values which would have been obtained were

the unit truly a pure counterflow or a three-shell multipass overall counterflow

exchanger. For a counterflow exchanger eq. 1 is equal to

NAA-SR-5661
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rxA(WC)min
l-exp (WC) min (WCp)

~min Emax
(WC_ ) (WC )'

min UA 1 min
1(WC ) e (WC ) 1 - (WC ) ... (2)

max epmin pmax

and for the multipas s model

1 - E /m 3
p o _

1 -E

1 p o _ 1__

1 - E m
p 0

where

(WC )
pmini

m _
o (WC ) '

max

and

[ -UA/(WC )

E exp -=m 1-e min

p m
0

In order to obtain approximate values of the overall heat transfer coefficient (U)

for use in eq. 2 and 3 for the heat exchanger effectiveness comparisons, the

following relations were used:

1 d2 d2n(d2/d 1)
U hd k h '.'''

htd1 = 3.87 + 0.015 Pe0 8  (5)
k'

and

hsd 2 = 4.0 + 0.015 Pe0.8

NAA-SR-5661
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Equation 5, for flow in tubes, and eq. 6, for flow in an annulus, were taken from

Reference 2. The resulting effectiveness comparisons are shown on Figure 4,

with the effectiveness calculated for each run by eq. 1 plotted as ordinate vs

the approximate effectiveness, calculated by eq. 2 and 3 for the conditions of

each experimental run. The results indicate the heat transfer characteristics

of the spiral exchanger to be intermediate between those of a pure counterflow

exchanger and of multipass unit. If there existed an appropriate analytical

expression for the spiral flow model, and it were used together with eq. 1 to

determine the coordinates of points on Figure 4, then the points would fall on a

line forming a 45* angle with the coordinate axes.

1.0

0 COUNTERFLOW
a MULTIPASS

W0.9  
-

0.8

W 0.7
-J

0.

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
THEORETICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF
COUNTERFLOW (Ecf) & MULTIPASS

(Emp) EXCHANGER

Figure 4. Heat Exchanger Effectiveness Comparisons

Using the experimental data, expressions were obtained for shell-side and

tube-side Nusselt numbers. Values for the U were determined considering

the model to be a counterflow heat exchanger; i. e., the value of F in the rate

equation below was taken equal to unity.

Q = UAFOTm ... (7)

NAA-SR-5661
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where F is the factor by which the log mean temperature difference (as calcu-

lated for pure counterflow) is multiplied to give the driving temperature

difference between primary and secondary. As was noted in connection with

Figure 4, ascribing a counterflow characteristic to the unit is not entirely

appropriate. However, preparations for analysis of data on a counterflow

basis were made during the experimental operations and before it was

determined that sodium filled the baffle cavities. Also, the development of a

new theoretical model for purposes of obtaining F in eq. 7 was not considered

justified since inspection of the exchanger internal construction indicated that

there was a question as to whether the leakage paths were typical of this type

of exchanger alone. This was because of bends and distortions of the baffles

which probably occurred during manufacture.

In analyzing the data, use of a "figure 8" system prevented obtaining

correlations by a technique such as the standard Wilson plot. Therefore, a

multiple correlation method employing the IBM 709 was used. Nusselt number

relations of the form of eq. 5 and 6 were assumed with an equivalent diameter

based on the heat transfer perimeter being used for the shell-side flow passage.

Inserting these expressions into the relation involving the overall heat transfer

coefficient (eq. 4), and substituting for U from eq. 4 yields, after inverting,

Q
A dT ~-d d in(d /dl)

2 m 2 2 2 1 1

d [c 1  + c 1 2 Peic 1 3 ]+ + ic2 +c2Pe2c2 3

... (8)

in which the term on the left is equal to the overall heat transfer coefficient,

and the c. . are regression coefficients to be determined. As before, all terms

are defined in the nomenclature. Included in the computer program were

descriptions of the various physical properties of materials as a function of

temperature, and the values used in eq. 8 were taken at the average temperature

of primary, secondary, or wall, as appropriate. Total heat flow in the exchanger

was corrected for losses through the insulation, and the data used were only

from runs for which energy balances for the primary and secondary agreed

within 5%. The only input required was the flow rate, for which the average

NAA-SR-5661
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of the rates measured in primary and secondary was used, and the inlet and

exit temperatures of primary and secondary. The temperatures measured

were corrected in accordance with the instrument calibration, for the small

conduction error associated with the thermocouple installation, and where

appropriate, for the axial heat conduction within the sodium. Temperatures of

importance for the log mean temperature difference were those in the vicinity

of the tube-bank terminals, but because of the failure of immersion thermo-

couples at the primary inlet, it was necessary to utilize the thermocouples on

the nozzle several inches away from the point of interest. Therefore at very

low flow rates, a temperature difference existed between the thermocouple

position and the point of interest due to heat conduction within the sodium. In

order to determine the magnitude of this difference, energy balances were

written for control volumes of both shell-side and tube-side fluid in the heat

exchanger and for the fluid on the end sections between thermocouple positions

and tube-bank terminal points. This analysis appears in Appendix II, and

results as applied to the primary inlet of the experimental exchanger are

represented in Figure 5, which gives the temperature difference as a function

of flow rate and heat flux. At very low flow rates the difference in temperature

may become substantial, as may be seen from Figure 5.

C,

0

w

w

Hw 2

n-

0 2000 4000 6000
PRIMARY-SODIUM FLOW RATEW,(Ib/hr)

Figure 5. Temperature Error at Primary Inlet Due to
Axial Heat Conduction
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The computer printed output included the values for each run of the overall

heat teansfer coefficient and the two average film coefficients and Nusselt and

Peclet numbers. Nusselt number vs Peclet number plots for the tube and the

shell sides are shown in Figures 6 and 7 together with curves representing the

expressions based upon the determination of the c . from eq. 8. These
I, j

relations are, for the tube side,

and for the shell side,

10

z

w

z10
t3

-J
W
U,)
C,)

z

10-I
10

Nu = 0.021 + 0.0043 Pe l.05

Nu = 0.026 + 0.0016 Pe 1.31

e

10

a. EXPRESSION FROM REF 2
b. EXPRESSION FROM REF 3
c. EXPRESSION FROM REF 4

FOR Pr=0.005
d. APPROXIMATE EXPRESSION

SUGGESTED IN REF 5 FOR

Pe < 300
e DATA FROM THIS EXPER.
e. EQUATION a

)2 13

PECLET NUMBER, Pe

Figure 6. Tube Nusselt Number vs Peclet Number

The maximum likelihood estimate of the probable error in the above relations

is approximately 5%. Analysis of data indicated the existence of a definite

relation between the deviation of points from the mean and the log mean tempera-

ture difference. This is not surprising since, from the effectiveness studies,

it was apparent that the value of F in eq. 7 was not unity. However, because

of the fairly low probable error, eq. 9 and 10 are considered to give a reasonably

good estimate of the steady state heat transfer performance of this type of heat

exchanger. As a matter of interest, Figure 6 also shows curves for relations

NAA-SR- 5661
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10' 1

FOR ANNULUS WITH
CONSTANT WALL HEAT
FLUX

m b.EQUATION 10
" EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Z 100 POINT

z

Z b

101

10 102 IO3
PECLET NUMBER, Pe

Figure 7. Shell Nusselt Number vs Peclet Number

proposed by Hartnett and Irvine,2 Kaufman-Lubar sky,3 Lykoudis and Touloukian,4

and, for Pe <300, an approximate relation recommended by Kutateladze, et al.5

In Figure 7, the experimental shell-side relation is compared with a correspon-

ding relation for annulus flow with constant wall heat flux by Hartnett and

Irvine. 2

Shown in Figure 8 plotted against Peclet number are the thermal resistances

of the wall, two fluid films, and overall thermal circuit.

When the system was arranged with separated external loops for the

transient tests, a few steady state runs were made to confirm the analysis of

the data obtained from the "figure 8" loop. The small steady state program with

separated loops, at comparatively low heat transfer rates, was designed for

the use of a modified Wilson plot technique in analyzing the data. The results

obtained showed satisfactory agreement with results of the "figure 8" tests.

As a matter of collateral interest, a limited investigation was conducted

of the ratio of eddy diffusivities. The examination of this subject involved the

application of the Martinelli relation for flow in straight pipes. It is

recognized that the conditions of the heat transfer process in the spiral tubes

of the heat exchanger are different from the assumed conditions upon which the

Martinelli expression is based and that a certain error is concomittant with

the analysis of data on a counterflow basis. Nevertheless, it was considered

NAA-SR-5661
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Figure 8. Thermal Resistances

that it might be instructive to consider this subject in a gross fashion using the

data from this experiment and compare the results with more detailed studies

by others as discussed below. The Martinelli relation may be written as

E/5f/TIPe
Nu =

T - T
w C

.. (11)

= EPr + An(1+5 EPr) + 5F In( I

F- 1 5X 1+ 1r Y - rV

2 w w 2

continued
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2Y2

-- - 1 - 1 + 20X

X In 1 + + 20x rtew1
in&] +JX

r
.. a w

and

X = E Pe .'

Also Nu is the Nusselt number, f is the Fanning friction factor, E is the ratio

of the eddy diffusivity for heat transfer to the eddy diffusivity for momentum

transfer, Pe is the Peclet number, tw the wall temperature, tb is the mixing

cup temperature, tc the centerline temperature, rw is the pipe radius, and

Y2 is the distance from the wall to the buffer zone-turbulent zone boundary as
7

determined from the universal velocity profile given by Karman. The

Martinelli derivation was based on the assumption that E was constant across

the pipe cross section. Brown, Amstead, and Short,8 experimenting with

mercury, found this assumption to be approximately true, except that E fell

off rapidly in the liquid layers immediately adjacent to the pipe wall. The

dimensionless temperature relation in the denominator of eq. 11 may be

found from knowledge of the Prandtl number, E, and Reynolds number. The

value of f, assuming smooth tube walls, may be found9 for a given Reynolds

number. Thus, for known Reynolds number and sodium temperature and using

a measured film coefficient, the value of E may be determined for the given

conditions by solving eq. 11. Data for several runs chosen at random were

used to calculate values of E, and these points appear in Figure 9 together with

lines representing the correlations proposed by Rohsenow and Cohen10 and

Lykoudis and Touloukian,4 which are virtually colineal for the range shown in

the figure. Also indicated in Figure 9, based on information from References 5

and 11, are the ranges of E found from the analysis of experimental data

involving liquid metals of Prandtl number higher than that of sodium. The

results from this experiment tend to confirm the trend of decreasing E with

decreasing Pr.

NAA-SR-5661
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-- EQUATIONS FROM REFERENCES 4& 10

-- AVERAGE OF SETS OF EXPERIMENTAL

DATA TAKEN FROM REFERENCES 4 a 10.
0.6 NUMBER IN PARENTHESIS REFERS TO

EXPERIMENTAL REPORT.I

- " THIS EXPERIMENTS

I-I
0.5 (20) -

> 0.4 -(7)- -

a ~~(16) (8) 1)

>- 0.3 - -I

0 (21)

0 0.2 -- -- - -

IJ

0

0 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.025

PRANDTL NUMBER, Pr

Figure 9. Ratio of Eddy Diffusivities vs Prandtl Number
(No. 16 through 21 indicate references on p. 35-36.)

Analysis of thermal stresses based on the measured steady state tempera-

tures indicate the stress levels to be low with one exception. The most adverse

thermal stress due to the steady state temperature distribution appears to be

that at the junction between primary inlet channel and shell. A preliminary

analysis and discussion of the stresses in this region appear in Appendix III.

B. TRANSIENT CONDITIONS

Because of the limitations of the equipment and controls, no detailed experi-

mental study of the dynamic response characteristics of the unit was attempted.

Instead, in order to test its structural integrity, the exchanger was subjected,

as previously described, to a program of thermal transients such as might occur
11during a reactor operating life. The specified conditions included normal

startup and shutdown (1000 cycles), normal emergency shutdown with power and

primary and secondary flows immediately shut down (500 cycles), abnormal

emergency shutdowns with either primary or secondary pump continuing to

operate while the other pump and the power are shut down (5 cycles each). From

the standpoint of structural damage, the most adverse transient occurred at the
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primary outlet tube-sheet joint during the abnormal emergency shutdown with no

flow in the shell side. The transient obtained in the experiment for this condition

resulted in an exponential temperature rise at an average rate over the first

5 min of approximately 55 F/min. Unfortunately, only three of the abnormal

emergency transients, which were last on the program schedule, were completed

because immersion heater failure caused termination of testing.

Analysis of transient thermal stresses based on the measured temperatures

indicated that no significant structural problems existed. The maximum calcu-

lated stress occurred at the tube-tube sheet joint of the primary outlet tube sheet,

as mentioned previously, for the casualty case of secondary pump failure while

primary pump and reactor continue to operate for a short time. The maximum

stress range in this instance was 62,500 psi, calculated on an elastic basis

according to distortion energy theory, and the corresponding fatigue life is

approximately 900 cycles which compares with a specified occurrence of 5 cycles.

At the time the experiment was performed, reliable strain gages for use in

high temperature sodium were not available. Measurement of dimensions of the

critical structural elements was not made at the manufacturer's plant, and it

was not possible to obtain accurate measurement in the laboratory because of the

heat exchanger geometry. Thus, the detection of distortion by means of

"before and after" measurements was not possible. The investigation of possible

damage consisted of several leak checks as follows: (1) sodium at 12000F and

25 psig on the tube with the shell side evacuated, (2) similar conditions with the

tubes evacuated and sodium in the shell, (3) helium at room temperature and

15 psig on the tube side with shell evacuated, and (4) helium on the shell side

with tube evacuated. Each of the four conditions above was maintained for

24 hours, and no leaks occurred. After completion of the experiment, the model

was cut open and examined, and no significant physical distortion was apparent.

As mentioned earlier, in designing the experimental program an analytical

model was used to study the transient response that might be expected. It was

found that a three-node model accounting for the total solid capacitance of the

tubes produced a fair prediction of the experimental results, even though the

model was based on a counterflow heat exchanger. This may be noted from

Figure 10, which shows the predicted and experimental results for one of the
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transients. For the experimental transient shown, the thermocouple response

time lag was negligible. It will be noted that there is a mismatch early in the

curve, followed by improved agreement with time. This discrepancy may be

attributed partly to the drainage of heat from the massive shell into the sodium.

Also, the calculated inherent analog error is approximately 12%, as shown in

Appendix I.

PRI

- TUBE AVERAGE

PRIMARY OUTLETA'O
- TEMPERATURE

0 15

- ANALYTICAL
EXPERIMENTAL

MARY INLET

30
TIME (min)

45

Figure 10. Comparison of Experimental with
Predicted Transient
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V. MISCELLANEOUS

A problem which might have existed for the unit if the flow directions of primary

and secondary were reversed is that of reverse flow at low pressure drops across the

unit. This phenomenon has been observed under conditions when the buoyancy

forces opposing the flow exceed the applied driving pressures. The test unit

was designed for the relatively hot fluid to be in the upper region of the exchanger

which, together with its short vertical dimensions, prevented the occurrence of

this problem. The analysis of larger exchangers of similar design has indicated

that reverse flow may occur. One way to avoid this problem is to orient the

exchanger with shell axis horizontal. However this arrangement might cause

difficulty in the drainage of sodium from the unit. In addition, with the shell

axis horizontal for units with a large number of tubes there may be difficulty

in establishing flow in all tubes as has been determined in tests using water in

plastic tubes at Atomics International laboratories.12

VI. SUMMARY

A 100-kw model of a liquid-metal heat exchanger of novel design was tested

under steady and transient conditions. Functional relationships were obtained,

based on the assumption of pure counterflow heat transfer, for steady state

heat transfer for both tube and shell flow as given by eq. 9 and 10. These

expressions yield film coefficients lower than those obtained using several well

known expressions for liquid metal heat transfer for the conditions of this

experiment. A study of the exchanger on an effectiveness basis indicated its

characteristics to be intermediate between those of a pure counterflow and a

three-pass overall counterflow exchanger, and this fact should be taken account

of in applying eq. 9 and 10, which were obtained assuming pure counterflow. A

limited analysis was performed to determine values of the ratio of eddy diffusi-

tivities for heat transfer in tubes, and the results were found reasonably con-

sistent with predictions based on studies' 0 with other liquids of higher Prandtl

number.

Through the experimental program of thermal transients, this type of heat

exchanger was demonstrated to be relatively safe from structural damage as a
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result of stresses due to temperature transients associated with various accident

and operating conditions. The dimensions of the unit were such that the problem

of reversed flow was not studied experimentally.
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APPENDIX I

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

The analytical model used to simulate transients of the 100-kw heat exchanger

was a three-node representation including solid capacitance of the tubes. The

analytical model is shown in Figure 11.
b a

It o Tt i

3 2 I

Figure 11. Three-Node Model

Tube side-energy balances:

dTt 1
Wt C(Tt, i -Tt, a) -UA1Tt, 1 - Ts, 1) = Mt, 1 Ctd

Wt C(Ttatts
dTt 2

-Tt, b) UA2Tt, 2 - Ts, 2) t, 2t dt

Wt(Ttb-Tto)-UA 3 (Tt 3 - Ts 3 )=Mt, 3 Ct dt

Shell-side energy balances:

W SC(T1- Tsb)+UA(TWC( .- s~3t t3 Ts 3 )

WsC(T s,b s, a) +UAt,

W 5 C(T -T o) +UA 3 (T -
s s~ so3 t,1

2 Ts 2

dT 3
S s, 3 s dts3

-2dT

s, 2Cs dt '

dTs

T )=M CsT
s,l s,l s dt
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where the physical constants Mt, iCt are lumped for only the sodium within the

tubes, and the M .C are lumped including the metal tubes.

The tube side node temperatures are approximated by

Tt
T .+Ta

= ti ta
2 *

T +T

Tt,3 - t b to ,wthTo

Tt, 2

T + T
= ta tb

2

= 1.5 Tt, 3 (t - rl/2) - 0.5 Tt, 2 (t - rZ) ,

where in the last expression the arguments of Tt 3 and Tt 2 are adjusted accord-

ing tor, the transport time through zone 3. Shell-side node temperatures are

approximated in the same way.

The values used for the constants are

C=Cs = 0.31, Ct =0.15, UA =740, UA2 =832, UA3 =740,

Mt,1 = 6.39 (including allowance for tube sheet), Mt, 2 = 3.85, Mt, 3 = 3.85,

Ms, 1 =2.6, Ms2 =2.6, andMs,3= 9.4.

Tt i(t) and Ts o(t) were imposed in accordance with the transient under examina-

tion, and the value of r depended on the flow rate, W.

An approximation of the node model error may be obtained, assuming

counterflow characteristics, using an effectiveness method described in

Reference 13. Considering operations at rated conditions, the calculation

procedure is as follows:

T. - T

proto t, i s, i

= 0.83,

Essmodel

nE

1 + (n-1)e '
p
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where

1 1 +

p C h

and

E =1 a-NTU R* + 1 E = -NTU /R

c n \R* / h

R*, the ratio of hot- side to cold- side thermal resistance is taken to be unity,

and based on experimental results at rated conditions, NTIU = 4.5. n = 3, and

after the appropriate substitutions, Ess is found to be 0.73. The error is

given by

es model
8 = 1-.

t
prototype

and is found to be 0.12, or 12%.
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APPENDIX II

EFFECT OF AXIAL HEAT CONDUCTION IN SODIUM

In the development below, the fluid enters at a high temperature and is cooled while flowing

through the exchanger. Axial conduction in the metal walls is neglected. The model under con-

sideration is shown in Figure 12. Heat balances of control volumes in each of the three zones

result in the following set of ordinary differential equations:

2 WC

dx ka dx iii'

2 WC

2 a2C

1 <x <a21,

82z <x <1,

where the subscripts 1 and 2 pertain to the entrance and exit sections, and a without subscript is

the heat exchanger axial heat transfer area. Thermocouples are located at stations 0 and 1;
therefore, the temperatures at these points are regarded as known. Other boundary conditions

of use are

lTdT\

1- 
1+

... (1-4)

(dT dT
dx02- dx 62+

Z2- 2+

ENTRANCE

w

HEAT EXIT
ZONE EXCHANGER ZONE

HEAT TRANSFER
mm//mm// 'mmmms SURFA CE

s,

Figure 12. Axial-Heat-Conduction Model
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First solving the homogeneous eq. II-1 and II-3,

T = C1 exp(- x + C2 exp( .x), 0 <x <81 , . . . (II-la)
1 1

wC wC

T = C5 exp(-ca.Ex + C6 exp( x , 88 2 <x <1 . ... (II-3a)
2 2

The solution of the heterogeneous equation is

wC wC

T = C 3 exp - x + C4 exp k x + W x S < x < $2 . . .. (II- 2a)

p

Designating T(o) as T and T() as T1 and using eq. II-la, -2a, -3a, and -4 yields the following

equations:

WC8 'wCC8 WC 8\ /W8 8
C0 exp -a1 + C42 exPy +3 = C5exp - e + C4 exp--I + e 1,

1 1 / p

wC wC 8 Cw C weS . WC WC S wC c S
C -pexp - kap +C2 exp -1J= C3- ~iex k P+ Ceak+ ,

/WC 82\ WC S2 8 wC 82\ 4/wC 8z\

C3 exp - + C4 exp( L) + = eC5ep+C) 2= + 6
p 2 2

WC b w b 0 wwC 2QwC1 wC S2 wC wC

C32- exp -- exp +- = C5 - a2 exp - + C6(kaexpC 2

b21 b22 b23 b24 0 0 c2d2

b31 b32 b33 b34 0 3 = d3

0 0 b43 b4 b45 b46 4 d4

0 0 b53 b54 b55 b56 C5 d5

0 0 0 0 b65 b66. . 6.d6
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where

wc 8 w11 2p p 2 1)Wp
b1=b22 =1,d-Tp, b21exp - , b22=

WCG8 /WC \ Q8 wc /WCs
b = - ex i1 b = - ex p 1 d = 1-*- E.ex

b23= p ka- - 24 exp -te2 , C2 ' 31 ka1

= ~p"W~s WCWp 
Wp C

b32 a ex( 4 i.), b3 3 = _R72eXp(- ai'1 ) b3 4 = -I . exp( i>)

wWCw 8w WC 8 p -WCp$

d32 b b =exp(- ,b33 b exp(- , b 45 = - ex

WC /SwQ8 \ wC 8 /wC 82C

d3 WC , 43 \ E ~ ka 44, ab'b4e
p2

WG W a8 W WG wCIW 8wc
b55 g=-eXpbed2 d=-b65 b- - = b5

2  j

b6= exp-,, d6 ==T-

Equation 11-5 may be written more simply as

bi jcj= jdj , ... (II-5a)

where [b] is nonsingular and of rank six. Since all the elements of [bJ and Id may be

calculated from known values for our system, it would be possible to obtain a numerical

solution very conveniently using an existing program on the digital computer. However, to obtain

a functional relationship for general purposes, the solution will be carried out. Premultiplying

both sides of (II-5a) by the inverse of [b, [b-1, gives the values for C.

C = [b] fd} , ... (II-6)

where [b- equals the adjoint of [b divided by Ibi, as given on the following page.
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1 b12 b2b23 b2b23b34 B4 B5

b bbbbb22 bb22b33BB

b21 1 b23 b23b34 b1 1 B4  bB5

b11 b22 22 b22b33 b2233b 44 12B2 12B3

b21b32 b32 1 34 b3445 b344556

b11 b2 2 b3 3  b 2 2 b3 3  b3 3  -33b44 33b4T33344 66

[bJ-l= b _bb__bb_ bb b b
2132 43 32 43 43 1 45 4556

B1 b33b b b b55 b 6

B4 bB b4 3 b 5 4  b 5 4  1 b56

b 2 b33b44b55 bb 5b55 5b 5566

5 4 -b43b54b65 b54b65 b65 1

b 3 3 b4 4 b5 5b 6 6 b44b5565 b55666

where, for the conciseness, the following substitutions have been made:

B = b b22b33b b ,

B2 = b11b22b33b44b55'

B 3 = b1 1 b22b33b44b55b66'

B4 = b12b23b34b45'

B5 = b12b23b34b45b56

The designation $ indicates reversal of the order of subscripts, i.e., b1 2 - b 2 1.

Using eq. 11-6 and I-
6

a to evaluate C and C2, the temperature at the primary inlet tube sheet is

given in terms of the measured temperatures, T and T 1 , the flow rate, the heat transfer rate, and

the physical characteristics of the system. After some simplification, the expression is

WO L1 WC L, C L
cosh L-C Wp 2 J+ QL ka aTcosh - e WC, r l

T1n = - W + g-- e -1+a~i W

2 cosh p W 2 (c 1 [o\sh/

2CL LWCLWC arC3

osh-pcoshexp - -T sech exp WC -82kaQ
G sech l - e - - -a(. e h( ehx)-

+ 1\

( -WC L WCC

QL Qka ~-- cosh WC 1 _LW T r a2+ a

P cosh 2ka2 /

where

r = I -8 ,

and

WC L W
cosh WWC/ r exp

G= 1+ 2ka exp - + a L

2 cosh cosh

WC 811 WC 8
Ia cosh I -c-Icosh L2kII - LJ

) 1 \ 2'WC8111_a1 J L2k C\1r a 1lj
a2 exp( cosh - - a1 exp-( - J cosh

In Figure 5 are represented the temperature corrections, A, to be applied to the measured T0 in

order to obtain the temperature at the tube sheet, T(8 2).
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APPENDIX III

STEADY STATE STRESSES IN HEAT EXCHANGER SHELL

The most adverse steady state stresses occurred in the heat exchanger shell,

and the approximate values of these stresses may be obtained by assuming the top

head of the shell to be of uniform thickness as illustrated below. Since the

exchanger was well insulated, stresses due to temperature gradients across the

wall are negligible. Attention is first given the effect of the interaction between

the cylindrical wall and the head (Figure 13).

PRIMARY INLET CHANNEL

hd

END HEAD OF SHELL b91/1n.

hc SHELL CYLINDER hd= 1-3/8In.

b u- hC= 1/2 in.

Figure 13. Idealized Heat-Exchanger Shell

A linear radial temperature distribution is assumed with the disc temperature

equal to 1175 F at r = b and 825 F at r = a. The cylinder temperature is taken

to be uniformly equal to 850 F. The moment, M, and shear, Q, at the cylinder

to disc junction are denoted by subscript o, and at the primary inlet channel to

disc junction, their subscript is 1. The symbol for normal displacement is w.

For the cylinder

w o= - (M 0 - Qo , . . .(III-1)

2 a Dc

o= f D (2 M0  - Q , ... (III-2)
\ /_x=o 29 Dc'

where

4 3(1 -v2)

a h

and Eh 3

D = 1 )
c 12(1 -V2)
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The differential equation for the deflection of the disc is 14

d 1 dr dw _0
drrdr =r

which may be integrated to obtain

C r C

dr 2 r

C r2

w = - - C2log +C4 2Za 3

Using the following determinative conditions (taking the shear at r = b equal to

zero since there was a negligible piping reaction at the nozzle),

rr= b = 0

w(b) = 0

and

M = moment at r = a

together with the relation from Reference 14 for the radial moment,

M = -D Ldrrdi
r d 2 r dr

permits evaluation of the C.. Substituting these values into eq. 111-3 and

e q. 111-4 yields

dw=M __ __ __

dr Dd (1 +v) - b /a (1-i')
... (III-5)
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1 b
M 2- log-

w= - -2 2 a (r2  - 2Dd 2) b2-d (1+ v) - b/a (1 -v)
... (I11-6)

Due to the difference in temperatures of the cylinder and disc, there is a

difference in radial thermal expansion which must be compensated for by rotation

and deflection at the joint. The change in diameter of the cylinder is 0.143 in. and

of the disc is 0.156 in., and one half the difference is the radial deflection. The

physical picture is illustrated below.

I and =

si c o sr=a T n d x=0

since for small angle s tan 9= , -- = -- w . The net radial displace-
r 

P

ment is 0.0065.

gives

ermi =aae c xn=e0

Using these determinative conditions and e q. III-1, -2, and -5

m MQ [a+ j

Sc 2/3D Dd b2
c (1+v)--(1 - v)

a

M1
0 _ + 1 Q = 0.0065.

Z32Dc dE 2/3DJ

... (I11-7)

... (III-8)

Solving these expressions simultaneously yields

M = 795 in. -lb/in, and Q = 730 lb/in,

6M
resulting in cylinder stress cr = = 2 = 1920 psi,

h
C

and shear stress rs ~=3 = 460 psi. Similarly, low stresses occur at the joint
h

between the bottom head and cylinder.
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There are also stresses due to the temperature distribution in the disc.

The stresses due to temperature distribution are given (on an elastic basis) by

-r= r2I- b2 Tr dr - Tr dr.(III-9)
r a - b b b

og= [r2 + b2 Tr drq- Tr dr - Tr2 . ... (III-10)
r a - b b b

Noting that the first integral in each of the two equations above may be written

as

1 a

T(27rr) dr,

Zr(a2 - b2 ) b

one may see that it represents one-half of the average temperature of the disc.

Evaluating the stresses at r = b using eq. 111-9 and III-10, and including the

contribution of the edge stress and the stresses due to an internal pressure of

30 psig (740 psi),

= 4990 psi component,

o = 59,840 psi component,

ax= 30 psi component on inner face.

These stresses occur at high temperature, and it is evident that a significant

amount of relaxation occurred through creep prior to development of the tempera-

ture conditions discussed above. Thermal cycling fatigue must be considered.

According to a fatigue strength curvel2 for 304 stainless steel at 1200F (a mod-

ification of Langer's15 curves), a fatigue life of 1150 cycles might be expected,

based on an alternating stress component calculated using distortion energy

theory. During the experiment this temperature condition occurred only twice.

The reason for the high stress level is the steep radial temperature gradient

across the shell. For a plant- size unit with approximately the same operating

temperatures, the stresses due to this cause would probably be much less severe.
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NOMENCLATURE

A

a

a, a1 , a2

b

C
P

C
n

c.

d

d1

d2

E

E

f

F

G

h

h

k

k
s

L

M

M. .
1, )

n

NTU

Nu

Pe

Pr

Q

Q

Q

R

r

R*

r1

rww
Re

T

t

AT = log mean temperature difference for counterflow

exchanger

U = overall heat transfer coefficient

W = mass flow rate

w = normal deflection

x = coordinate along tube axis in Appendix II

x = axial coordinate in Appendix III

Y2 = distance from wall to buffer zone, turbulent zone

boundary

St = error in analytical model

e = heat exchanger effectiveness

v = Poisson's ratio

T = transport time through zone 3

r = shear stress

area of heat transfer surface

cylinder radius in Appendix III

flow cross section areas inAppendix II

primary inlet channel radius in Appendix III

specific heat

(n = 1, 2, 3) constants of integration

regression coefficients in eq. 8

equivalent diameter of shell-side flow in eq. 8

tube inside diameter

tube outside diameter

ratio of eddy diffusivity for heat transfer (eh)

to eddy diffusivity for momentum transfer

(Em)

modulus of elasticity in Appendix III

Fanning friction factor

multiplying factor for log mean temperature

difference

expression defined in Appendix II, eq. (11-6)

thickness

heat transfer film coefficient

sodium thermal conductivity

stainless steel thermal conductivity

length of tubes

moment

mass of side i, node j in Appendix I

number of nodes

number transfer units = )UA
-(WG )minl

Nusselt number [ UA

Peclet number

Prandtl number

total heat transfer

heat transfer rate per unit length in Appendix II

shear in Appendix III

thermal resistance

radial coordinate in Appendix III

ratio of hot side to cold side thermal resistance

expression defined in Appendix II, eq. (11-6)

tube radius

Reynolds number

temperature

time

nodal zone boundary designation in Appendix III

mixing cup

centerline

cold in Appendix I

cylinder in Appendix III

disc in Appendix III

hot in Appendix I

inlet

maximum

minimum

exit

joint between cylinder and disc in Appendix III

radial in Appendix III

shell

steady state

tube

wall

joint between disc and primary inlet channel in

Appendix III

nodal designations in Appendix I

tube side in eq. 8

relates to outside surface of tubes in A of eq. 8

shell side in eq. 8

tangential component
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Subscripts

a,b :

bm:

Cm:

C :=

C :=

d :=

h :=

i :=

max :=

min :=

0 :=

0 :=

r :=

SB:

ss :=

t :=

w :

1,2,3 :

1 :=

2 :

2 :

0 :
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